Assignment 4

Due on 2019-09-25, 23:59 IST.

The due date for submitting this assignment has passed. As per our records you have not submitted this assignment.

1) “Growing Your Leaders Rather Than Purchasing Them” is to indicate
   - Hire
   - Mentor
   - Both a B & C
   - None of the above
   Score: 0
   Accepted Answers: Mentor

2) Gengo Gaojou means
   - thinning talents
   - Deepening the true potential in detail
   - Evaluating productivity
   - None of the above
   Score: 0
   Accepted Answer: Evaluating productivity

3) The maxim on “Toyota Leaders come from
   - Group Facilitation  
   - Builder of Learning Organization
   - Team Name
   - Business Manager
   Score: 0
   Accepted Answer: Builder of Learning Organization

4) “Tank Master” means
   - Follow the rules
   - Guide and Coach
   - What to do and How to do
   - You are improved
   Score: 0
   Accepted Answer: Guide and Coach

5) Group Facilitation is feeling
   - Bottom-up approach
   - Top-down approach
   - Both a B & C
   - None of the above
   Score: 0
   Accepted Answer: Top-down approach

6) Least effective kind of “Toyota Leader is
   - Group Facilitation
   - Builder of Learning Organizations
   - Business Manager
   - Team Name
   Score: 0
   Accepted Answer: Team Name

7) Which of the following is External Motivation Theory
   - Master’s Need Hierarchy
   - Herzberg’s Job Enrichment Theory
   - Oral Bathing
   - All of the above
   Score: 0
   Accepted Answer: Oral Bathing

8) The concept “Eliminating ‘Dead-enders’ and design work to create positive satisfiers” is
   - Team’s (behavior) Management
   - Herzberg’s Job Enrichment Theory
   - Oral Bathing
   - None of the above
   Score: 0
   Accepted Answer: Team’s (behavior) Management

9) Which of the following sequence shows the Progressing Need Satisfaction
   - Learning Enterprise—End System/Process/Empowering System/Clear Expectation—Status/Relate/Process/Fair and Honorable Business Relations
   - Fair and Honorable Business Relations—Empowering System—End System/Clear Expectation/Status/Relate/Process—Fair and Honorable Business Relations
   - None of the above
   Score: 0
   Accepted Answer: Status/Relate/Process/Empowering System/End Expectation/Enabling Enterprise/Fair and Honorable Business Relations/Stable/Reliable Process/Clear Expectation—End System—Learning Enterprise

10) The Toyota Approach of “Veon Implementation” is applicable to
   - Taylor’s Scientific Management
   - Herzberg’s Job Enrichment Theory
   - Oral Bathing
   - Behavior Modification
   Score: 0
   Accepted Answer: Taylor’s Scientific Management